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Abstract 
A weighted Sobolev inequality in ~n of the form 
f lu(x)l 2p(x)dx < c•f IVu(x) l 2p(x)dx, 
u u 
2 
is established, in the case when p=J$1- n, J$ being the Jacobian 
determinant of a quasiregular function $ on a bounded domain Uc IRn. 
This gives the existence in general of the harmonic measure of the 
diffusion Xt associated to $· As an application a new result about 
boundary values of quasiregular functions is proved. 
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Let U be a bounded domain in Rn, n~2 and let n 4>: U+ IR be a 
non-constant quasiregular function. (For definition and basic 
properties see e.g. [6] and [10]). It was proved in [9] that there 
exists a 
that if 
( 1. 1) 
diffusion xt in U with 
Bt is a Brownian motion 
M = { Hxt >' t<C 
t Bt-C ; t~C 
law 
in 
Px and life time C<;<» such 
lRn then the process 
(with the natural probability law) is also a Brownian motion. For 
details and applications see [9]. Of course, for the applications it is 
crucial to have information about the behaviour of Xt. It is easy to 
see that Xt must approach oU as t+C, in the sense that Xt(w) 
leaves every compact KcU for good eventually, for a.a.w. However, an 
important problem left open in [9] was the existence in general of the 
limit 
( 1 • 2) 
def 
x = lim xt 
C t+C 
if we only assume that 
X 
a.s. P for q.a. 
( 1 • 3) C (co X a.s. P for q.a. xEU, 
xEU 
where "q.a." denotes quasi-all with respect to the capacity associated 
to xt (see [4], §3.1). 
Property (1 .3) holds for example if the exit time ~4>(U) from 4>(U) 
for Brownian motion in ffin is finite a.s. (see (3.1) in [9]). In 
[9, Lemma 3.3] the existence of x, is proved under additional 
assumptions on 4> and u. The purpose of this paper is to prove that 
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X~ exists without any other conditions on ~ and U than (1 .3). 
(Theorem 3.2). A main inqredient of the proof is a weighted Sobolev 
inequality of independent interest (Theorem 2.2). 
The existence of X~ enables us to define the harmonic measure 
X A = Aa,U associated to the process Xt (i.e. to the function ~) with 
respect to a point aEU by 
( 1 • 4) Ax u<H) = a, for HcoU, 
where Pa is the probability law of Xt starting at a. 
The general existence of X~ is important for example in the study of 
boundary values of ~. To illustrate this we give an application 
regarding asymptotic values (Theorem 4.3), which partially extends a 
result of Martio and Rickman [7, Theorem 5.11 ]. 
The method of proof is an interplay between stochastic arguments and 
fundamental results about degenerate elliptic equations, quasiregular 
functions and A -weights. I believe that this interplay can be very p 
fruitful and it deserves to be investigated further. 
§2. A weighted Sobolev inequality. 
The process Xt is constructed as the Hunt process associated to the 
2 following (densely defined) Dirichlet form on H=L (U;J~dx) 
( 2. 1 ) 
Here dx denotes Lebesgue measure in Rn, 
a> 
c0 (u) denotes the set of 
infinitely differensiable functions with compact support in U, (•)T 
denotes (matrix) transposed and F is the nxn matrix 
( 2. 2) 
0~. 
where ~·- [ 1 ] is the derivative (matrix) of ~ and 
"' - 0 X •. i, j 
J 
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(2.3) J <I> = det <1>' 
is the Jacobian of <I>· 
It is known that J<I>>O a.e. (with respect to Lebesgue measure dx in 
so (cp')- 1 exists a.e. 
One way of expressing that Xt is associated to Ecp is to say that 
the generator A of Xt is related to Gel> by 
(2.4) (,<l>(u,v) =- (Au,V)H: uE D(A), vE!J(f,~ 
where (•,•)H denotes inner product in H and ;{)(A),'j)(t;<l>> are the 
domains of definition of A, Gel>' respectively. See [4] for more 
information about Dirichlet forms and associated processes. 
Before we proceed let us explain the main idea of our approach: 
From now on we assume that (1 .3) holds. Suppose x,= lim Xt exists. 
t~c 
Then we can solve in a stochastic sense the Dirichlet problem 
(2.5) Au = 0 in U 
u = f on 3U 
where fEC(oU) is a given bounded function. The solution is given by 
(2.6) u ( X) = EX [ f ( x, ) ] I X E u 
where Ex denotes expectation wrt. Px. More precisely, this function 
u solves the problem in the following sense: 
(2.7) Otu = 0 in U 
and 
(2.8) lim u(Xt) = f(XC) 
t~c 
a. s. , 
where Ot denotes the characteristic operator of Xt (see e.g. [8], 
Ch. VIII). 
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Thus the existence of XC is closely related to the solution of the 
Dirichlet problem. The idea is first to establish the solution of this 
problem (2.5) in a distribution sense and then prove that this implies 
that XI; exists (and hence the distribution solution must in fact 
coincide with the stochastic solution (2.6)). 
Returning to (2.4) we see that by using (2.1) and (2.2) we can express 
A in distribution sense by 
(2.9) J II> •A(u) = div (F•Vu), uE <£}(A). 
In particular, if we define 
(2.10) Lu = d i v ( F • V u ) 
then clearly 
(2.11) Lu = 0 <=> Au =0. 
Since q, is quasiregular there exists a constant K<~, called the 









K J; 1 (x) ~ ll($')-1 (x)lln ~ K•Jq,- 1 (x) for a.a.x 
a - b 
denotes the operator norm on Rn. Therefore, if I;E IRn 
means that a b and 
b 
a 
are bounded by constants. Hence 
L is a degenerate elliptic operator. In [1 ], [2] and [3] a class of 
such operators are studied. However, the assumptions posed by these 
authors are not satisfied here, so it is not clear to what extent their 
strong results remain valid for our L. More precisely, it is an 
interesting open problem whether the results that they obtain for the 
operator L above in the case when $ is quasiconformal carry over to 
our case when $ is just quasiregular. 
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~Je will now establish a small step in the direction of an affirmative 
answer to this question: A weighted Sobolev inequality for quasiregular 
$ (corresponding to Property 2 in [3]). This inequality is crucial 
for the existence of the solution of the Dirichlet problem for L. 
First we prove an auxiliary result. From now on we put 
CXI 
and we let H0 = H0 (U,p) be the closure of c0 (u) with respect to the 
norm 
(2.15) 2 II uU U 
I p 
LEMr-1A 2.1. Let wEH0 (U,p). Then 
a.s. 
Proof. Choose such that 
for a.a. xEU. 
2 
II w-wkll U, p -r 0 as 
[4, Lemma 5.1 .2] we can find a subsequence wk. s.t. 
J 
k i'CXI • By 
wk. (Xt) -r w(Xt) uniformly (in t) on compact intervals a.s. 
J 
Px for a.a.x. Therefore t -r w(Xt) is continuous and since 
wk.<xc) = 0 for all j we conclude that 
J . 
0 = w(XC) = lim 
ttC 
a. s. 
THEOREM 2.2 (Weighted Sobolev inequality). 
There exist a constant C<ao (depending only on the deformation 
constant K, the diameter of U and the dimension n) such that 
(2.16) f lu(x)l 2p(x)dx ~ C f l~u(x)l 2p(x)dx 
u u 
CXI 
for all uEC0 (u), 
2 
= J 1- n . p $ where 
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Proof. Assume that (2.16) does not hold. Then for all k we can find 
CD 
~ t c0 (U) such that 
Hence 'i/uk ~ 0 in 2 L (U;pdx). 
Let B<l> denote the branch set of cj>, i.e. the (closed) set of points 
in u where <I> is not locally a homeomorphism. By Property 5 in [ 3 J 
there exists for each a ball Q cU centered at 
z 
z such that 
the weighted Poincare inequality holds in Q : 
z 
(2.18) J I -(z)l2 u-u p dx ( c1 
Qz 
where c1 only depends on K,U and 
average value of u in Qz' i.e. 
-(z) 
u = J -1 ( pdx) • J updx 
Qz Q z 




subcollection {aj}j=1 which covers 
U'B<t> is covered by more than n+1 
where z. is 
J 
the center of Qj we 
CD 
for all uEC (U) 
n. Here -(z) u is the weighted 
so we can find a countable 
U'B and such that no point of 
<I> 
balls [5]. Writing u(j)= u(zj) 
get 
(2.19) J lu-u(j)I 2P (n+1 )C 1 • J 2 I: dx ( IVul p dx j Q. u 
J 
We now apply this to the sequence {uk}. First note that by HOlder's 
inequality we have 
for all j,k 
so by taking a subsequence we may assume that 
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Then by (2.17) and (2.19) applied to uk we get that 
lim J luk-~(j)I 2P dx = 0 for all j . 
k~oo Q. 
J 
Taking another subsequence we conclude that 
(2.20) lim uk (x) = ~ ( j ) a.e. .(dx) on Q • I for all j . 
k~oo J 
Since the topological dimension of B$ is at most n-2 (see [10]), it 
follows that must be connected ([5], Th.IV.4). Therefore (2.20) 
implies that 
~ ( j) = R(i) = R 
t-' t-' I say, 
for all i,j. 
We conclude that 
~ in 2 dx) uk ~ L ( U, p 
and 'i/uk ~ 0 in 2 L ( U, p dx). 
2 H2 00 In other words, if we define H0 (u, P > = to be the closure of c0 (U) 0 
in the norm 
II ull ~ = fl ui 2P dx + f1Vui 2P dx 
u u 
we have obtained that ~ E H~. 
However, by Lemma 2.1 this is only possible if ~=0, which contradicts 
2 . 
that from (2.17) we must have j ~ p dx = 1. This contradiction proves 
u 
Theorem 2. 2. 
§3. Boundary values and harmonic measure. 
By the weighted Sobolev inequality Theorem 2.2 it follows that ~$(u,v) 
is an inner product for H0 (U,p) and therefore there exists a Green 
operator 
* G: H0 (U,p) ~ H0 (U,p) 
such that 
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( 3 • 1 ) e~(G(T),v) = T(v) 
* for all TEH0 (U,p) (the dual of H0 (U,p)) and all v~H0 (U,p). 
In particular, if fECO) ( IRn) and we define the distribution T by 
( 3. 2) T=Lf = div(F•Vf) 
* then T can be regarded as an element of H0 (U,p) by putting 
(3.3) T(v) = -j VfT•F•Vv dx 
u 
(see [2, p. 579-581] for details) 
The variational solution g of the Dirichlet problem in U with 
boundary values fiC!U, where fECO)( IRn), can then be described by 
( 3. 4) g = f+w where w = G(T) = G(Lf)EH0 (U,p) 
Note that Lg = 0 (in the sense that t~(g,v)=O for all vEH0 (U,p)) 
because, by (3.1) - (3.3), 
The basic idea is now to prove that 
(3.5) lim g (Xt) = g 
t i>/;; 
* exists X a.s. P , 
Using (3.5) and Lemma 2.1 we conclude that 
lim f(Xt) exists a.s. Px, for a.a.x 
ti-l;; 
for a.a.x 
In particular, applying this to f(x 1 , ... ,xn) = xk for k=1 ,2, .. ,n we 
obtain the conclusion we seek: 
(3.6) exists a.s. for a.a.x 
Thus we aim to prove (3.5). First we establish an auxiliary result: 
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LEMMA 3.1 Suppose u is A-harmonic in U, i.e. uEl)(A} and Au=O. 
Let u be its quasicontinuous version. Then 
(3.7) * u = lim U.<xt> 
t~c 
· t Px, ex1s s a.s. for a.a. xEU. 
Proof. First note that by the decomposition theorem ([4, Theorem 
5.2.2]} we can write 
- -
u(Xt}-u(X0 } = Mt + Nt, 
where Mt is a martingale with energy 




and Nt is a continuous additive functional with zero energy. Since 
Au=O we have N =0 t ([4, Theorem 5.3.4). Therefore is a 
martingale. Thus Lemma 3.1 may be regarded as a version of the 
martingale convergence theorem. However, since the version we need 
involves the left limit at C and not at ~, an extra argument is 
needed to complete the proof: 
If (3.7} does not hold, then we can find real numbers a<b such that 
( 3. 8) X -P [u(Xt} crosses the interval (a,b) infinitely many times 
for t<C]>O 
on a set of x-values of positive Lebesgue measure. 
We now define a sequence {~ } of stopping times as follows: 
n 
Let ~1 be the first time t that u(Xt) reaches the value 
the first time t>~, that u(Xt)=b, ~3 the first t>~2 such 
u(Xt)=a and so on .. Then ~ t c • Fix T>O and put a =~ AT. 
n n n 
a.a.x 





Hence by the martingale convergence theorem [11] 
lim u(X0 ) 
n-1-a> n 
exists a.s. for a.a.x 
This holds for arbitrary T and therefore gives a contradiction to 
(3.8). That proves the lemma. 
We have now proved the main result of this section: 
THEOREM 3.2 




a.s. P , for a.a. xEU. 
In [7] Martio and Rickman proved that if ~ is quasimeromorphic on the 
open unit ball B of ffin such that ffin,~(B) has positive n-capacity, 
then ~ has asymptotic values (which may be infinite) at a dense set 
of points yE~B. (That ~ has an asymptotic value at y means that 
-there exists a path y: [0,1] + B with y[0,1)c B, y(1)=y and such 
that 
lim ~ (y (t)) exists) 
t+1 
A natural question is whether the set of points y where ~ has 
asymptotic values can be described more closely and for other sets than 
the ball. The next result shows that this can reduced to the problem of 
estimating the null sets of the X-harmonic measure ~X: 
COROLLARY 4. 1 Let n ~:U-1- ~ be quasiregular, where as before U is a 
bounded domain and (1 .3) holds. Then ~ has (finite) asymptotic values 
at a.a. yE~U with respect to ~x. 
Moreover, if ~ is non-constant then the set of asymptotic values has 
positive classical capacity in JRn (The classical capacity in IRn is 
· · d h k 1 lxl 2-n .t'f n>2 and 1 1 the capac.tty assoc.tate to t e erne og TiT 
if n=2). 
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x = lim xt 
' t-.c 
the argument of [9, Theorem 3.5]. 
Proof. Since the existence of is established we can apply 
The following result shows that AX is always positive on non-empty 
open "radial" subsets of ~U: 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose the exit time ~$(U) from $(U) of Brownian 
motion is finite a.s. Let V*¢ be an open subset of ~U with the 
property that there exists a closed cone K with vertex in U such 
that 
K n ~u c v. 
Proof. The idea of the proof is based on the construction a function 
1\ $ from $ by repeated reflections about hyperplanes through the 
vertex of the cone. To describe the reflection operation, let us assume 
for simplicity that the vertex is at the origin and that the hyperplane 
is the boundary of the halfspace H={(x 1 , •• ,xn) ERn; x 1 >0}. Define 
{
$(x) if xEUnH 
<V(x) = 
$(-x1 ,x2 , .. ,xn) if x=(-x1 ,x 2 , .. ,xn) EUnH 
Then <jJ satisfies all the requirements of a quasiregular function on 
U={x;xEUnH or i EUnH}, except that the sign of J<V is negative 
a.e. for x1 <0. However, as pointed out in [9, p. 280] it is still 
-true that the process Xt associated to the Dirichlet form 
J T IT I 1 -1 1 -1 T 
_ V u •jU <V • ( <V ) • ( <V ) ) V vdx; 
u 
is mapped into Brownian motion by <V· 
X Assume that A (V)=O. 
Note that Xt coincide in law with Xt up to the first exit time from 
unH. so if 
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for q.a. x EunH 
then 
for q.a. x EunH 
Moreover, by symmetry we also have 
X["' "'] P xc E v = o, where V={x;x Ev}, 
for q.a. x such that x EunH and consequently for q.a. xEunH by 
the strong Markov property. 
"' 
He conclude that if X A (V) =0 I then X "' A (VUV)=O. Repeating this 
construction with suitable hyperplanes P1 , .. ,Pk through the origin we 
II. II. 
can obtain a function $ on a set U whose boundary is contained in 
the finite union, W, of V and its corresponding reflections 
v1 , •• ,vk, such that its corresponding process 
E U/1. for q.a. x 
satisfies 
II. II. 
Since the life time ~ of Xt must be finite (by our assumption on 
~$(U)), this is a contradiction. So the statement of the lemma must 
hold. 
vle can now prove the following partial extension of Martie and 
Rickman's asymptotic value theorem: 
THEOREM 4.3. Suppose ~$(U)< m a.s. and that each point y Eou has 
an open neighbourhood V with the property that there exists a closed 
cone K with vertex in U such that K n o U c v. Then $ has 
(finite) asymptotic values at a dense set of points y Eou. 
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